
Preparing For Taking the Microsoft 77-725
Exam Questions?

When you are arranging to take the Microsoft Office Specialist 77-725 Exam Dumps, then you
need to get the Word 2016: Core Document Creation, Collaboration and Communication 77-725
Questions in the PassitCertify. The verified 77-725 PDF Dumps Questions will be proved as the
ultimate asset for the 77-725 New Questions preparation.

As we all know that passing the 77-725 Exam will help you in having the perfect position inside the
firm.  As  well  as  the  price  within  the  enhances  of  Word  2016:  Core  Document  Creation,
Collaboration and Communication 77-725 Certified professionals is actually a plus point for you
personally. As with the Microsoft Office Specialist 77-725 Exam Dumps you will be able to acquire
your profession to prime.
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Microsoft 77-725 Exam Questions - Topmost Source for
Preparation
As the 77-725 Exam is definitely the topmost certification exam to pass the Word 2016: Core
Document Creation, Collaboration and Communication 77-725 Exam Dumps you'll have to get the
topmost supply for preparation plus the Microsoft Office Specialist 77-725 Exam can also fulfill
this demand. As the 77-725 PDF Dumps Questions presented by the PassitCertify has been an
exceptional source for the preparation because it has a passing score of almost 100%. Each and
every query in the 77-725 Braindumps PDF Questions give you the right insight. You may see this for
yourself as you will be in a position to download the demo of the Word 2016: Core Document
Creation, Collaboration and Communication 77-725 Braindumps PDF Questions.

Practice for 77-725 New Exam Questions with Microsoft 77-725 PDF Dumps

If you ever wish to practice for the Word 2016: Core Document Creation, Collaboration and
Communication 77-725 New Exam Dumps Questions, then you can do so with the support from
the Microsoft Office Specialist 77-725 PDF Dumps. This 77-725 Practice Test may also be used as a
self-assessment tool. You may also get to understand the genuine Microsoft Office Specialist
77-725 Exam using the assist with the exam ode PDF Dumps as this 77-725 Exam Dumps Questions
adhere  to  precisely  the  same  interface  as  from  the  Word  2016:  Core  Document  Creation,
Collaboration and Communication 77-725 Exam.

Download Free Demo with Updated 77-725 Exam Questions Answer:
https://www.passitcertify.com/microsoft/77-725-questions.html
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Fear the Failure within the Microsoft 77-725 Exam Questions?

For anybody who is the one particular who fears the failure inside the Microsoft Office Specialist
77-725 Exam Dumps Questions, then you need to not just as with 77-725 Exam Preparation
components you will be able to have the 100% passing guarantee around the 77-725 Braindumps
Questions. You can also verify the testimonials with the Word 2016: Core Document Creation,
Collaboration and Communication 77-725 Exam Dumps exactly where Microsoft Office Specialist
Exam have shared their knowledge with the 77-725 Dumps Questions. You can also get the 77-725
Exam PDF Dumps with 90 days’ free updates tends to make you capable to help keep updated using
the happenings within the Word 2016: Core Document Creation, Collaboration and
Communication 77-725 Exam domain.
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Question No. 1

SIMULATION

Project 7 of 7: Coffee

Overview

You are preparing a flyer for use at a commercial foods trade show. You are editing the document in
response to client requests.

Add the image heartcup.jpg from the Pictures folder below the text in the sidebar.

A. 1. Select the area you want the picture to be in, in this case, below the text in the sidebar.
2. Click Insert, then select Pictures. 3. Search for the heartcup.jpg in the Pictures folder, then



select Insert.
B. 1. Select the area you want the picture to be in, in this case, below the text in the sidebar.
2. Click Insert, then select Pictures. 3. Search for the heartcup.jpg in the folder, then select
Insert.

Answer: A

Question No. 2

SIMULATION

Project 7 of 7: Coffee

Overview

You are preparing a flyer for use at a commercial foods trade show. You are editing the document in
response to client requests.



Move the image containing one coffee cup to just below the title ''Fourth Coffee''.

A. 1. Drag the image of the coffee cup to the desired location. OR 1. Select the image of the
coffee cup. 2. Select the Layout Options icon.
B. 1. Drag the image of the coffee cup to the desired location. OR 1. Select the image of the
coffee cup. 2. Select the Layout Options icon, and choose the desired layout.

Answer: B

Question No. 3

SIMULATION

Project 7 of 7: Coffee

Overview



You are preparing a flyer for use at a commercial foods trade show. You are editing the document in
response to client requests.

Apply the Soft Round Bevel picture effect to the image of a coffee cup on a saucer.

A. 1. Select the image of the coffee cup on a saucer which you want to add the effect to. 2.
Click Picture Effects from the Picture Styles group in the Format tab under the Picture Tools.
3. Render the cursor over the Bevel option from the Picture Effects options, then select the
Soft Round option.
B. 1. Select the image of the coffee cup on a saucer which you want to add the effect to. 2.
Click Picture Effects from the Picture Styles. 3. Render the cursor over the Bevel option from
the Picture Effects options, then select the Soft Round option.

Answer: A



Question No. 4

SIMULATION

Project 7 of 7: Coffee

Overview

You are preparing a flyer for use at a commercial foods trade show. You are editing the document in
response to client requests.

Add the contents of the file contact.docx in the Documents folder below the horizontal line near the
middle of the page.

A. 1. Click below the horizontal line near the middle of the page where you want the contents



added. 2. On the Insert tab, in the Text group, select the arrow next to Object, then select Text
from File. 3. In the Insert File dialog box, locate the contact.docx file, then double-click it to
add the contents to the current document.
B. 1. Click below the horizontal line near the middle of the page where you want the contents
added. 2. On the Insert tab, in the Text group, select the arrow next to Object, then select Text
from File. 3. In the Insert File dialog box, locate the contact.docx file, then -click it to add the
contents to the current document.

Answer: A

Question No. 5

SIMULATION

Project 6 of 7: Recall

Overview

You work in Customer Communications at Northwind Traders. You are preparing a product recall
announcement.

We regret any inconvenience that this might cause you. Northwind Traders is dedicated to providing



you with reliable, high-quality, and safe products.

The product sticker on the bottom of the dehydrator can determine whether or not your dehydrator
is included in the recall. For affected models, there is a slight risk that the product might overheat
when used, resulting in a potential burn hazard.

REMINDER:

Add a bookmark named ''Return'' to the paragraph ''DO NOT RETURN... replacement dehydrator.''

A. 1. Select the paragraph ''DO NOT RETURN...replacement dehydrator.'' which is where you
want to insert the bookmark. 2. Select Bookmark from the Insert tab. 3. Type ''Return'' under
Bookmark name as desired, then click Add.
B. 1. Select the paragraph ''RETURN...replacement dehydrator.'' which is where you want to
insert the bookmark. 2. Select Bookmark from the Insert tab. 3. Type ''Return'' under
Bookmark name as desired, then click Add.

Answer: A
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